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Q.1(a) What do you mean by rate controlling step in heterogeneous reactions? [2] 
Q.1(b) A non-porous catalyst particle is of size 2 microns and density is 2 g/cm3. Calculate the external 

surface area per gram of the particle. 

[3] 

Q.1(c) Dilute A diffuses through a stagnant liquid film onto plane surface of solid B. On this plain surface A 
and B react to field liquid product B which diffuses leak. Develop the overall rate of expression. 
A(l) + B(s)      A(l) second   order   with respect to   A (l) – all  else remain       unchanged. 

[5] 

   
Q.2(a) What are promoters and inhibitors? [5] 
Q.2(b) Discuss in detail the nature of catalyst and how it increases the rate of reaction [5] 
Q.2(c) List some of the problems that would be encountered in the operation of a fluidized catalytic                   

reactor 
 

   
Q.3(a) What is the effect of catalyst pellet size on the effectiveness factor? [5] 

Q.3(b) What is effective diffusivity? Express the relationship between diffusion   coefficient and effective 
diffusivity with units. 

[5] 

Q.3(c) The following kinetic data are obtained in a basket type mixed reactor. The catalyst is porous. 
Assuming isothermal behaviours interpret the data in terms of controlling resistances. 
Data: 

Pellet diameter Concentration in 
reactant in the 

exit stream 

Spinning rate of 
baskets 

Measured reactions 
rate 
r'

A 

1 1 High 3 

2 1 Low 1 

3 1 High 1 
 

 

   
Q.4(a) Explain the resistances that would be encountered during the burning of coal. [5] 
Q.4(b) How do you classify the kinetic regimes in gas-liquid reactions? [5] 
Q.4(c) What are the steps occurring when gaseous reactant is transported to the surface of the solid 

particles? Explain the transport phenomena with the aid of a diagram.  
 

   
Q.5 Mass transfer effects in plant cell culture 

Suspended Catharanthus roseus cells form spherical aggregates approximately 1.5 mm in 
diameter. Oxygen uptake is measured using the apparatus of the figure shown; medium is 
recirculated with a superficial liquid velocity of 0.83 cm s-1. At a bulk concentration of 
8 mg -1, oxygen is consumed at a rate of 0.28 mg per g wet weight of cells per hour. 
Assume that the density and viscosity of the medium are similar to water and the 
specific gravity of wet cells is 1. The effective diffusivity of oxygen in the aggregates is 
9x10-6 cm2 s-1, or half that in the medium. Oxygen uptake follows zero-order kinetics. 

[5] 

Q.5(a) Does external mass transfer affect the oxygen uptake rate? [5] 
Q.5(b) To what extent does internal mass transfer affect oxygen uptake?  
Q.5(c) Roughly, what would you expect the profile of oxygen concentration to be within the 

aggregates? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Data for Q 5: 
Fig1: Batch recirculation reactor for measuring the rate of oxygen uptake by immobilised cells or 
enzymes 
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1. µL Viscosity of water at 200C = 10-3kg m-1s-1 
2. Rep = (particle) Reynolds number:      

 
3. Sherwood number for spherical particles in packed beds:   

 
4. Schmidt number:     

 
5. Sherwood number for packed bed system: 

 

        
6. Observable moduli for external mass transfer: 

 

7.  
8. Observable moduli correlation from literature: 

 
9. From literature: For Zero order reactions:  = 0.73;  = close to 1  
10. Consider the following correlation, maximum particle radius for CA > 0 as: 

 
11. Observable Thiele moduli: 
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